
STATUS MEETING REPORT 18.FEBRUAR 2003

What have we done so far...
� Developed and published our projects web page at the www.skolelinux.no page
� Built the group room
� Installed and configured the test network
� Participated at developer gathering (31.jan-2feb. at Ulsrud VGS.)
� Gathered and read information about PAM, LDAP and CUPS on the Internet

The project so far...
We have read HOWTO's about LDAP, PAM and started to gather information about
CUPS. Unfortunately it is not much information available concerning CUPS used
together with LDAP. The current release of CUPS, version 1.1.18, don't support
LDAP, but it is planned implemented in CUPS v1.2. Version 1.2 is available from
CVS on the web. We have downloaded it, but the installation failed.

Concerning the projects goal it has been slightly modified. After talking with our
employer it has been clarified that the Norwegian user manual will be written by the
student group from NITH. In our pre-project we wrote that this was one of our goals,
but it's not anymore. 

Time limits...
As a result of the redefinition at the projects technical goal, some changes have been
made to the Gantt-chart. The three main-increments in the main section, has been
reduced to two. The main section now consist of the increments: «LDAP structure
modification» and «Printing quotas/accounting». 
The milestones for «requirement specification» and «Finishing the programming» has
been moved forward in time. This is related to the changes in the projects technical
goals. For further information confront the Gantt-chart.

About the group...
Because of the weak project description it has been a challenge to define what we are
supposed to deliver to our employer. Our project is just a small part of a big open
source project, who is probably the main reason why there have been some confusion
about who is doing what. We have used the skolelinux mailing list, and this have
straighten up some things. But we feel that “the road is being built while we walk” and
this can some times lead to frustration for the group members. This has also lead to
some demotivation.

Contact with the teaching supervisor...
We have had two meetings with Erik Hjelmås. On this meetings we shortly brief him
about current status, what we have done since last meeting and our plans for the next
two weeks. 

Gjøvik 18.feb, 2003

Trond Christian Frøhaug


